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Abstract: Depleted uranium (DU) is used in both civilian and military applications. Civilian uses are primarily
limited to ballast and counterweights in ships and aircraft with limited risk of environmental release. The very nature
of the military use of DU releases DU into the environment. DU released into the environment from military use takes
the form of large fragments that are chemically unchanged and dust in the form of oxides. DU dust is nearly insoluble,
respirable and shows little mobility in the soil. Exposure to DU occurs primarily from inhalation of dust and possible
hand to mouth activity. Toxicity of DU is believed to be primarily chemical in nature with radiological activity being
a lesser problem. DU has been shown to have a variety of behavioral and neurological effects in experimental
animals. DU has been used the Balkans, Afghanistan, and both Iraq wars and there is a high probability of its use in
future conflicts. Further, other nations are developing DU weaponry; some of these nations may use DU with a
greater radiological risk than those currently in use. The toxicity of DU has been studied mostly as an issue of the
health of military personnel. However, many tons of DU have been left in the former theater of war and indigenous
populations continue to be exposed to DU, primarily in the form of dust. Little epidemiological data exists concerning
the impact of DU on these groups. It may be possible to extrapolate what the effects of DU may be on indigenous
groups by examining the data on similar metals. DU has many similarities to lead in its route of exposure, chemistry,
metabolic fate, target organs, and effect of experimental animals. Studies should be conducted on indigenous groups
using lead as a model when ascertaining if DU has an adverse effect.
Keywords: Depleted uranium, Lead, Environmental contamination, Military activity.

Introduction
Origins of Depleted Uranium
Depleted uranium (DU) is a byproduct of nuclear
fuel processing. DU is depleted, when compared to
native uranium, in that a substantial portion of the U-235
isotope has been removed leaving 99.75% U-238 in the
remaining material. DU is 40% less radioactive than the
parent element. DU is extraordinarily dense and
pyrophoric making it useful in special applications.
DU is used in some civilian applications, in
particular weights and counter weights in ships and
aircraft as well as radiation shielding. However, much
DU has found its way into military applications where
the high density of DU, combined with its pyrophoric
properties, make it an excellent material for kinetic
based armor piercing weapons. When fired with
sufficient velocity DU munitions penetrate conventional
armor, enter the interior of the vehicle and combusts.
© 2006 MDPI. All rights reserved.

This process produces a wide variety of DU and other
metal fragments.
Combustion of DU produces a variety of uranium
oxides in particulate form. When DU is used as a kinetic
energy penetrator the explosive impact and combustion
of DU produces a cloud containing fine DU particulates.
The DU particles in the cloud average 2 microns in size,
sufficiently small to enter the pulmonary system and
lodge in the alveoli and solublize, with DU entering the
bloodstream for an extended period [1]. Once DU has
entered the alveoli it may have a pulmonary half-life of
nearly 4 years [2]. Exposure to DU may continue after
the end of combat operations because DU has little
mobility in the soil allowing it to continue to be an
exposure risk via inhaled or ingested dust [3, 4]. DU
exposure by inhalation is receiving attention as the most
likely route of exposure. Secondary routes of exposure
to DU may occur when handling the weapons or armor,
if struck by DU containing shrapnel, and exposure of the
skin to DU dust or by oral ingestion of DU containing
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soil, dust or water. DU is primarily an alpha and beta
particle emitter and its overall low radioactivity skin
exposure of external regions of the body are of little
concern. However, inhalation or ingestion of DU would
allow direct exposure to DU's low-level radioactivity as
well as direct chemical activity in the body. Direct
chemical activity of DU may be more of a concern than
DU's radioactivity [5 - 7]. It is likely that soldiers would
be exposed chiefly by secondary routes, while civilian
populations that inhabit former combat areas risk
exposure by way in inhalation and ingestion of dust, as
well as encountering remaining DU fragments.
Exposure of soldiers to DU would be limited to fairly
discreet amounts of time, while civilian exposure may
occur for an indefinite period of time.
Current Populations at Risk of Exposure
DU munitions have been used in the first Iraq war,
the Balkans conflict, the Afghanistan war and the second
Iraq war. It has been estimated that 371 tons of DU were
deposited in Iraq soils during Desert Storm [8] and an
estimated 13 tons deposited in the region of Kosovo [9].
There are estimates that 176 tons of DU was used in the
2003 Iraq War [10]. There are no reliable estimates of
the amount used in the Afghanistan war. Estimates of
the amount of DU recovered by the militaries are
currently unavailable.
Presumably any amount
remaining after the recovery of large fragments is still in
the local environs. The impact of DU on the local
inhabitants of former combat zones has been the object
of media attention and some anecdotal reports. However,
formal studies of local populations are limited to few
reports [11 - 20]. These populations have not only
suffered DU exposure but have also experienced many
of the economic, environmental, physical, social, and
emotional deprivations of war, confounding these
reports. A lack of understanding of what the effects of
long-term exposure to DU also limits these studies.
Much of the public concern has focused on cancer rates
being linked to DU, however, reproductive outcomes
and other organ system effects may be more probable,
but may go undetected if not deliberately studied. An
additional factor to be considered is the geographic
distribution of DU. DU munitions were used in
particular locations producing higher concentrations in
these areas and perhaps areas downwind from the
combat zone. Other regions may be free of DU
contamination. Potential health effects are likely to be
dependent on the local concentration of DU. Except for
one set for the Kosovo region [21] any maps that might
exist that describe the distribution of DU do not appear
to be available to the public. Lack of knowledge about
regional concentrations of DU make the search for
potential effects less effective.
Current Understanding of Human Health Effects
Much of our knowledge of the human effects of DU
comes from studies examining Gulf War veterans
exposed to DU. Scientific studies directly addressing the
health effects of DU on humans are few. Such studies
that have been done use only soldiers; consequently,
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they are limited by the small sample sizes and also the
heterogeneous nature of the study groups. Available
studies on Gulf War veterans have found elevated DU
levels in urine linked to embedded DU fragments [22].
DU urinary excretion has also been linked to high serum
prolactin levels and neurocognitive performance [23].
Chromosomal aberrations in lymphocytes of DU
exposed veterans have also been found [24]. Other
studies examining the effects of DU in veterans have
examined the role it might play in Gulf War Illness and
are confounded by a number of variables that obscure
the effect of DU. This problem is likely to be repeated in
any population studied for the effects of DU.
The toxicity of native uranium has been described in
the clinical literature. It is well accepted that the target
organ of uranium toxicity is the kidney and the skeleton is
the main reservoir for this metal. Lung cancer has been
described in uranium miners; however, it is unclear if this
is due strictly to the effects of uranium of to co-exposure
to radon gas. It is likely that the manner and magnitude of
exposure to DU in former war zones is unlikely to
produce frank clinical symptoms. The limited data
available on DU exposed troops seems to confirm this.
The kidney is a target organ for DU yet renal pathology
does not seem to exist in this group, despite embedded
DU fragments and other types of exposure.
Risk and Exposure Assessment
An important goal for any toxicologist would be to
have a method to determine if particular populations are
at risk for some type of adverse health effect from DU
exposure. This would require several pieces of
information;
1. Knowledge of the exposure level for the group in
question;
2. Knowledge of the dose absorbed by the group in
question;
3. The route of exposure;
4. Length of exposure;
5. An index or benchmark of exposure likely to
produce and adverse effect;
6. An understanding of likely adverse effects to been
seen for that group.
Unfortunately, for DU nearly all of this information
is lacking. Historically, uranium exposure risk has been
assessed in terms of radiation exposure.
Most
toxicologists have been tempted to treat DU as a
chemical exposure risk because of its lower level of
radioactivity compared to the native element. However,
Durakovic [25] argues that the radiation risk from DU
remains substantial, especially if the use of DU produces
respirable particles. Durakovic [25] argues that if even a
little as 1-2% of the 300 tons of DU used in the Gulf
War were converted to respirable dust (probably a
conservative estimate) it would produce three to six
million grams of DU dust. Using the figures provided
by Durakovic, this would release 1.16 million to 2.32
million Ci of radiation, a measure that would exceed the
New York state safety levels for monthly release of
150Ci by a factor of 7,733 to 15,467. These figures
seem to suggest that it may not be prudent to completely
ignore radiation risks from DU.
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The numbers above may give us pause and force us
reconsider the radiation risk to DU but, they bring us no
closer to determining who may be exposed, if absorption
occurs, if absorption occurs and if they are risk from the
dose received. To answer the question concerning
exposure studies have been conducted looking at the
amount of DU found in soils where DU munitions were
used. The bulk of these studies have focused on Kosovo
using a variety of methods ranging from examining
earthworms and lichen to direct soil measurement.
Some studies looked at soil from a general region while
others looked at soil relatively close to sites where DU
was used. Several of these studies concluded that DU
contamination was not present; at least not above
background natural uranium levels [26-30]. One study
examining soil contamination in Kuwait did not find
uranium concentrations greater than the worldwide
average [31]. Some recent studies did find DU
contamination however; the contamination was either low,
or limited in area [32-34] providing no clear indication
in either direction concerning the risk from DU.
Using a computer model one study found that there
may be significant radiologic and chemical exposure risk
from gradual groundwater contamination [35]. In a
similar vein soil samples contained enough DU to
suggest that DU exposure via dust would present a
toxicological hazard over the course of many years [36].
Similarly, by specifically examining the locations where
DU shells were used high concentrations of DU particles
with diameters less than 5 microns were found [37], a
respiratory risk. Finally, a 2003 report found uranium
levels in water and soils of selected areas in Afghanistan
found levels higher than worldwide concentrations or
exceeding WHO standards [38].
The above papers do not provide the scientific
community with conclusive evidence, one way or the
other, concerning the risk of hazardous DU exposure.
The evidence presented above does not answer the
question; is DU exposure sufficient to produce body DU
levels high enough to produce a health risk either from
radiation or chemical hazard?
There are a few papers that directly explore if DU
exposure has an impact on the populace. A study in
Afghanistan of eight male civilians presenting with a
variety of complaints found elevated natural uranium
levels, but not elevated DU levels, in the urine of these
subjects [39]. Another Afghanistan study found elevated
natural, but not depleted, uranium levels in subjects
complaining of symptoms similar to Gulf War Illness. A
study examined a variety of cellular, chromosomal, and
chemical measures in subjects from Serbia and Kosovo.
DU levels in urine were measured by alpha and gamma
spectrometry. DU contamination was found to be low
with a small subset of the study group demonstrating
morphologic changes in their blood [14]. A study of
non-resident workers in Kosovo indicates that simply
being in a country where DU munitions were used is not
sufficient to accumulate uranium in the body [40] and
longer or more direct DU contact is required for the
substance to accumulate. These studies, while suggestive
that DU accumulates in the civilian population and
produces health effects are confounded by small and
non-random samples.
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The papers reviewed in this section allow us to draw
one conclusion. The conclusion is that with the current
data no firm declaration concerning the health risk of
DU can be made in either direction. Little is known of
its fate in the environment, the number of individuals
exposed the length of exposure, or the chemical or
radiologic exposure level likely to produce health
effects. Larger studies with epidemiologically
appropriate sampling and assessment tools need to be
conducted.
Current Status of Animals Studies
The literature on the effects of DU on experimental
animals is beginning to grow. In general, animal studies
appear to focus on the effects of DU on adult animals,
especially central nervous system (CNS) and possible
carcinogenic effects, and the effects on developing
animals.
Depleted uranium effects on the CNS are now well
documented. Evidence that DU is active in the CNS of
adult animals includes the accumulation of DU in brain
as well as skeleton, muscle, spleen, liver, heart, lung,
lymph nodes, testes [41]. That DU is physiologically
active in the CNS was demonstrated when implanted DU
pellets inhibited spike formation in the hippocampus of
rats with no evidence of renal damage [42]. DU
accumulates in hippocampus, striatum, and cortex [43],
structures important for memory formation and other
higher cognitive functions. Rats given high doses of U
exhibit tremors [44]. Uranium may compete with
calcium at the cellular level, in particular at the
neuromuscular endplate [45].
In our laboratory we have demonstrated dose
dependent increases in lipid oxidation in the brains of
DU exposed mice. Lipid oxidation was correlated with
both reactivity and rearing activity in the open-field [46].
There was a general increase in open field activity for
both male and female rats that was dependent on length
of administration (2 weeks or 6 months) [47]. Both linecrossing and rearing were greater, indicating an overall
increase of the activity state of the animal. A more
intensive study in our laboratory exposed rats to depleted
uranium acetate (DU) in doses of 0, 75, or 150mg/L in
drinking water for a period of 2-weeks or 6-months.
After exposure the animals were tested in the open-field
maze on a variety of behaviors. Rats exposed for 6months and at the highest dosage demonstrated a variety
of behavioral changes in the open-field and oxidation of
brain lipids. Rats exposed at lower dosages or for
shorter periods demonstrated less significant effects.
Lipid oxidation was significantly correlated with
behavioral activity [28].
Carcinogenicity of DU
Evidence of potential carcinogenic effects include
suggestions of an increase in cervical carcinomas in
Yugoslavia [11, 13] and increases in micronuclei
formation in the Bosnia/Herzegovina region [12] and an
association of hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl
transferase (HPRT) mutation in some Gulf War veterans
[17] as well as other chromosomal aberrations in a
German group [49]. DU has been shown to produce
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altered gene expression in vitro [50] as well as producing
breakage of DNA strands [51] and carcinogenic
mutation of human bronchial tissue [52] and genomic
instability of human osteoblasts [53-56].
Genetic
changes in mouse macrophages [57] and the production
of soft tissue sarcomas in rats [58] has been seen with
DU. DU also produces increased urinary mutagenicity
using the Ames test in rats [59].
Developmental Effects of DU
Developing animals are often the most sensitive to
the effects of metals. Evidence that DU may produce
adverse effects on developing organisms includes
evidence that DU reduces litter size, viability, lactation
in rodents (native U, [60]) and may produce maternal
toxicity, reduced fetal weight and skeletal malformations
(native U) [61]. Similarly, embryolethality and delayed
growth was seen in rodents exposed to native U [62].
Other adverse effects include lower maternal weight gain
with increased maternal liver weight, reduced fetal
weight and body length, renal hypoplasia and up to a
15% occurrence of skeletal malformations (native U,
[63]). Gestational day 10 (neural tube formation)
appears to be the most vulnerable time for DU exposure
[64]. DU does cross the placental barrier and fetal tissue
accumulates DU. Work in our laboratory has shown that
mice exposed to DU from preconception until 21 days of
age demonstrated less line-crossing in an open field
maze and took greater time to complete a water maze
task [65]. Treated animals also displayed differences in
body weight. DU exposed animals displayed differences
in behavior on a number of behavioral measures related
to reactions to environmental stimuli. DU animals
exposed during development also showed greater lipid
oxidation in the CNS. These data suggest that chronic
exposure of young animals to DU may adversely effect
development, brain, and behavior.
The affected
behavioral spheres include environmental responses,
learning, activity, exploration, and emotionality. A
separate study also demonstrated that mice exposed to DU
during development showed accelerated weight gain, and
accelerated development on a number of behavioral
indices. We hypothesize that early development of the
systems responsible for certain behavioral landmarks
occur at the expense of other systems responsible for
modulating the response to environmental stimuli,
resulting in abnormal behavior as seen in our previous
work [65]. Uranium exposed mouse pups also had larger
body weights at time of sacrifice but smaller brain weights
(as a percentage of body weight) [66].
Theoretical Consequences of Human DU Exposure
If research on DU is to proceed, presumably by using
an epidemiologic approach, it would be useful to have
some insight concerning the endpoints of low level DU
toxicity. Animal studies do provide us with some clues.
The current animal literature would seem to indicate that
DU is likely to have subtle CNS effects. This would most
likely be manifested in subtle cognitive effects; math and
verbal comprehension skills are often considered to be
very vulnerable to a variety of insults. Subtle behavioral
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effects seen in animals are likely to produce a parallel
effect in humans, possibly manifesting in a form of
attention deficit hyperactivity behaviors. These types of
effects are difficult to measure even in countries with well
developed educational and health systems. In regions of
the world where these systems are not as well developed
research along this line will be very challenging.
The potential general health effects and
carcinogenicity are even less well defined for low dose
DU exposure than they are for its’ CNS effects.
Increased animal research in this area would probably be
an efficient approach to arrive at a well-defined model of
human effects. Epidemiologic studies of human effects
could then proceed with greater efficiency.
What We Do Not Know/What Other Metals Might
Teach Us.
The United States military has suggested that DU is
no more toxic than lead. This claim is yet to be
substantiated empirically and is not likely to alleviate
concern over the toxicity of DU given the welldocumented toxicity of lead. The potential toxic effects
of DU due to environmental exposure are likely to prove
difficult to study. In part, this is due to the lack of
experimental data in animals at the low levels likely to
mimic human exposure. Further complicating this matter
is that the amount of DU currently in the environment,
while important, is not enormous when compared to
other contaminants. The continued use of DU is likely to
change this circumstance. Common to the study of other
environmental contaminants DU exposed groups are also
under the influence of economic status, nutritional
factors, genetic variables and other confounding
variables likely to cloud the potential effects of DU.
It is possible to optimize the data gathering and
research potential of studies on DU by taking into
account what we know of the toxicities of other metals.
The primary route of toxicity for DU is likely to be
chemical rather than radiologic and metals with similar
chemistry may foreshadow the effects of DU. Such a
metal should be heavy, have a similar route of exposure,
similar distribution and physiologic activity and similar
chemical fates in the human body. Lead is such a metal.
It is a heavy metal, largely divalent after systemic
absorption (Pb2+/UO2)2+, dust is the most common
manner of exposure [67], is largely deposited in bone
[68], and has biological and behavioral effects fairly
similar to what has so far been demonstrated for DU [69,
70]. It would seem reasonable to take a cue from what
we know of lead toxicity and look for similar effects in
DU exposed populations, allowing researchers to
maximize their research efforts.
The biochemical effects of uranium are not nearly as
well studied as those for lead, which has an extensive
literature, especially for lower dose exposure [71]. Some
literature does exist indicating that uranium has some
biochemical effects similar to lead. Lead and uranium
both induce heat shock protein formation [72, 73], the
activation of protein-kinase-C [74] and increases in
tumor necrosis factor [75, 76].
However, there are differences between lead and
uranium. In blood, 90% of lead is associated with either
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hemoglobin or the membranous components of red
blood cells and the bulk of lead body burden is
associated with the skeleton. Uranium in blood is about
40% plasma bound and the remainder is found as the
soluble uranyl ion. Inhaled lead and uranium dust (as
the oxides) both appear to have pulmonary half-lives of
about 4-5 years. However, the skeletal half-life of lead
is about 20 years but uranium has a skeletal half-life of
less than 1.5 years, making the long-term kinetics of the
two metals substantially different [71, 77]. Despite these
differences there appears to be enough “face validity” to
suggest that lead may be a useful model to anticipate the
effects of uranium exposure until the time that the
scientific literature on DU has matured.
Provided that DU is similar in its' biological activity
to lead we are likely to see effects that are subtle, but
pervasive, and most likely to impact children. Lead is
well documented to have a negative impact on
intellectual function at very low blood concentrations
[78, 79]. These effects are likely to be seen only using
large sample sizes and fairly sophisticated designs and
tools for measurement.
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